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In this bulletin we highlight:
o

ISSA World Congress of Sociology of Sport, 2018 Lausanne, Switzerland, June
5-8, 2018 Abstract Submission Date Extended to January 12, 2018 or
by the Time We Receive 320 Abstracts (Whichever Comes First)
o

Call for Abstracts---Abstract Submissions are Still Being Accepted

o

Announcing a Special Discount for Delegates Attending Both ISSA
2018 and EASS 2018 Congress

o

Election of the 2020-2023 ISSA Executive Board and ISSA 2018 Membership
Renewal Information

o

International Sociology Association, ISSA RC 27 Toronto, July 15-21, 2018
Call for Registration Grants, Deadline January 31, 2018

o

Important Future Date: ISSA World Congress of Sociology of Sport
o

o

2019 Dunedin, New Zealand ISSA Congress, April

International Review for the Sociology of Sport
o

Journal Update, Transition to Incoming Editor Dominic Malcolm and
Call for Submissions from Outgoing Editor Lawrence Wenner

o

Call for Nominations, ISSA Honorary Member Award, 2018, Deadline, March
15, 2018

o

Call for Papers, ISSA Graduate Student Paper Award 2018, Deadline January
31, 2018

o

EASS, European Association for Sociology of Sport Young Researcher Award
2018, Deadline January 31, 2018

o

ISSA Vice President: Representative to ICSSPE Report by Cora Burnett

o

Members’ News
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o

Call for Archives

o

ISSA World Congresses: 2020 and Beyond! An Invitation for Future ISSA
Congress Hosts

o

ISSA Special Initiatives Application Form, Deadline May 1, 2018

o

Call for Papers: Conferences
o

Women, Sports and Media: Careers, Coverage, and Consequences
Conference, University of Maryland, College Park, USA, April 20-21,
2018

o

European College of Sport Science, Dublin, Ireland, July 4-7, 2018—
abstract submission opens December 15, 2017

o

North American Society of Sport History Conference, University of
Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada, May 25-28, 2018

o

EASS-European Association for Sociology of Sport Conference,
University of Bordeaux, May 23-26, 2018

o

International Symposium: May1968: Sportspeople and Physical
Educators, University of Toulouse III, France, May 29-June 1, 2018

o

Conferences
o

Save the Date: Latin American Congress of Socio-cultural Studies of
Sport, ALESDE, Ribeirão Preto/SP, Brazil, September 4-6, 2018

o

Call for Papers: Special Journal Issue
o

Call for Papers: Leisure Cultures and Global Challenges to National
Populist Politics, Leisure Studies, January 31, 2018

o

Job Announcement
o

Sport/Physical Activity and Social Impact, School of Kinesiology,
Western University, Deadline January 12, 2018

o

Job Announcement: PhD Opportunities
o

2018 Sports Studies Doctoral Student Opening, University of
Tennessee Department of Kinesiology, Recreation, and Sport Studies,
Deadline January 1, 2018

o

Sport and Performance, Northumbria University, Newcastle, Faculty
of Arts, Design & Social Science, Deadline January 28, 2018

o

Recently Published Books

o

Call to Share Recently Published Books

___________________________________________________________________________
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Call for Abstracts Extended
The International Sociology of Sport Association
2018 Annual Conference
June 5-8, Lausanne, Switzerland
Conference Theme:
Sports Organizations and Organizing Sports: Critical Reflections
We have received 260 abstracts. Yet, there is still time to submit your
abstract. The abstract submission system will be open until we have
reached a maximum of 320 abstracts or until January 12, 2018
(whichever comes first). Please send your abstract soon!
Submission Process:
• Authors are required to submit their abstract online at www.issa2018.org
• Direct any questions to the Conference Program Committee to issacongress@icsevents.com
From June 5 to 8, 2018, the International Sociology of Sport Association (ISSA)
will hold its World Congress at the University of Lausanne, Switzerland. The
conference theme is Sports Organizations and Organizing Sports: Critical
Reflections
Lausanne, the Olympic capital, is home to the headquarters of no less than 46
international sports federations, and therefore provides the opportunity to foster
connections and debate between the scholarly community and the (inter)national
sports community.
The aim of the main theme of this annual conference will be to tackle the links
between the social sciences, especially sociology, and sports organizations.
We will address how the social sciences and sports organizations influence each
other. This will be achieved by exploring two main aspects of this relationship.
On the one hand, we aim to consider how research is integrated into sports
organizations and what its influence is on factors such as gender, ageing, social
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class and power relations, violence, risk and globalization. This will involve key
areas of interest, such as the contribution of the social sciences and their ability
to transform sports organizations, its actors, policies, representations and values,
as well as the role and added value of social scientists in sport organizations, as
well as interrogating policy coherence within the sport sector as a cross-cutting
theme. On the other hand, we will also examine how sports organizations impact
the social sciences. For example, which theoretical and methodological issues are
raised by the way sports organizations function, and how can the study of sports
organizations help to further extend wider sociological knowledge?
Beyond this main theme, the congress will also feature a diverse range of
sessions to enable scholars, including postgraduate students, the opportunity to
share their latest research. The congress will provide networking opportunities in
order to allow delegates to develop collaborative research projects and extend
international scientific knowledge in the sociology of sport.
Abstracts are due January 12, 2018 or when we received 320 abstracts.
• Authors should submit their abstracts and communicate during the
congress in English language sessions or in French language sessions.
Please note that no translation services will be offered during the congress.
• Authors are required to submit their abstract online (abstracts sent by email will not be accepted).
• Abstracts should not exceed 250 words (approximately 1750 characters
including spaces).
• ISSA policy limits the number of papers an individual author can present:
each participant can present one paper as the lead author. His or her name
can appear on up to two additional papers as second or additional author,
but not as the presenter.
• Authors should make themselves available for the duration of the
Congress, June 5 – 8, 2018.
We encourage all presenters to prepare a power point presentation in order to
facilitate comprehension since the ISSA Congress attracts an international
audience.
Abstract submission is free of charge.
Registration fees must be paid by March 31, 2018 at the latest to secure the
presentation during the congress and the publication of your name and abstract
in the Book of Abstracts.
Poster presentations: Please use portrait style (A0 size)
Timeline
December 1, 2017
January 12, 2018

First Deadline for submission of abstracts
Deadline Extended for submission of abstracts
(this may be earlier if we receive 320 abstracts).
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January 15, 2018

Notification of acceptance of abstracts for Dec. 1
Deadline

January 26, 2018

Notification of acceptance of abstracts for Jan. 12
Deadline

January to February, 2018

Early bird registration*

March 2018

Regular registration*

Registration fees must be paid by March 31, 2018 at the latest to secure the
publication of your name and abstract in the Book of Abstracts.
Session Topics
●
Sport & Gender
●
Sport & Politicization
●
Sport & (Post-)Colonialism
●
Sport, Power & Empowerment
●
Sport, Health & Drugs
●
Sport & Violence
●
Sports & Media
●
Sporting Careers
●
Sport & Human Rights
●
Physical Educ. & School Sport
●
Sport & New Technologies
●
Sport, Economics & Society
●
Sport & Governance
●
Sport & Disability
●
Leisure & Sport
●
Methods of Sociology of Sport

Sport & Sexuality
Sport, Politics & Policy
Sport, Race & Ethnicity
Sport & Social Class
Sport & Ethics
Sport, Social Inclusion & Exclusion
Sport Globalization & Mega-Events
Sport, Integration & Development
Sport Coaching & Pedagogy
Youth Sport
E-Sports & New Sporting Activities
Sport Business & Management
Olympism/ Olympic Studies
Sport, Environt. & Sustainability
Elite vs. Sport for all
Other issues in Sociology of Sport
Sport Organizations in Switzerland:
challenges and problems
___________________________________________________________________________
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Special Discount for Delegates Attending Both
ISSA 2018 & EASS 2018 Congresses
ISSA and EASS (European Association for the Sociology of Sport) are
offering a 50 euros special discount for delegates attending both ISSA
and EASS congresses in 2018.
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Delegate attending both congresses will have to prove their congress fee
payments, and each congress organization will return a 25 euros reimbursement.
To receive a 25 euro reimbursement on your ISSA congress fees (for all ISSA
congress registration categories), you must communicate with ISSA President,
Christine Dallaire at president@issa1965.org prior to May 10, 2018, to provide
proof of registration in the EASS Congress in Bordeaux and to indicate whether
you wish to receive your cash reimbursement in euros or in Swiss francs at the
ISSA Congress in Lausanne.
All questions related to this 25 euro reimbursement on ISSA congress fees for
delegates also participating in EASS in Bordeaux should be directed to ISSA
President, Christine Dallaire at president@issa1965.org

__________________________________________________________________________________

Election of the 2020-2023
ISSA Executive Board and ISSA 2018 Membership Renewal
Elections for the 2020-2023 ISSA Executive Board will be held in 2018. The
Executive Board is comprised of 6 elected members who must represent 6
different countries. Currently, these positions are distributed as:
• President
• General Secretary
• Treasurer
• Vice President ISA
• Vice President (Conferences)
• Vice President (Communications)
• Vice President (ICSSPE & Awards)
The description of the current ISSA Executive Board Portfolios is available on the
ISSA website: Under the ‘About ISSA’ scroll down menu, click on ‘Elections’.
http://issa1965.org/about-issa/future-issa/
The ISSA Constitution and ISSA Bylaws are also available on the ISSA website:
Under the ‘About ISSA’ scroll down menu, click on ‘ISSA Statutes’.
http://issa1965.org/about-issa/general-conference-information/
Call for nominations: All Honorary members and Ordinary members in good
standing in 2018 will be eligible to nominate candidates. The Election supervisor
will communicate with each eligible member inviting them to nominate a
maximum of two candidates between January and July 2018.
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ISSA members eligible for nomination: All ISSA members with at least four
years as a member of ISSA, nominated by members from at least two different
countries and candidate accepts this nomination are eligible to stand for the
election. In order to prevent a potential conflict of interest, Presidents or Chairs
of formally constituted Sociology of Sport-related associations are not eligible to
stand as candidates. ISSA members eligible to vote: All honorary members and
regular members in good standing in 2018 will be eligible to participate in the
election to be held in October – November 2018.
The election results will be announced in December 2018. The ISSA Board
members-elect will be invited to their first meeting at the ISSA Congress in New
Zealand in April 2019 to select Executive Board positions and to plan the
transition for the start of their new terms, which begin on January 1, 2020.
For any questions or comments regarding the upcoming ISSA Executive Board
election, please feel free to communicate with ISSA President, Christine Dallaire
(president@issa1965.org).
Renew your 2018 ISSA membership as soon as possible: If you wish to nominate
a candidate or if you wish to participate in the 2018 elections.
ISSA membership is for the full calendar year. This means that your ISSA
membership expires on December 31st regardless of when you joined ISSA. In
order to continue to receive the benefits of ISSA membership, including our
journal (IRSS), reduced registration fees for the 2018 Congress in Lausanne and
to participate in the 2018 election, please renew your 2018 membership at your
earliest convenience.
Membership category details are available on the ISSA website, see
http://issa1965.org/membership/
Membership details are available on the SAGE – International Review of
Sociology of Sport website. We highly encourage you to use the online payment
subscription process on the SAGE IRSS web page. It is efficient, secure and
ensures that membership applications are processed in a timely fashion. Once
registered the system provides you with an automated reply that confirms your
membership application. Please visit: https://us.sagepub.com/enus/nam/journal/international-review-sociology-sport

________________________________________________________________
2018 ISA WORLD CONGRESS
Toronto 15-21 July 2018
‘Power, Violence and Justice:
Reflections, Responses and Responsibilities’
Research Grants
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As Research Committee 27 of the International Sociological Association (ISA) we
provide members another opportunity to present research at and attend the
World Congress of Sociology, to be held in Toronto from 15-21 July 2018. This
conference is in addition to the 2018 ISSA Congress that will be held in
Lausanne, Switzerland in June 2018. In regard to the Research Committee 27,
we are happy to announce ISA 2018 registration grants for those who have been
selected to present their research in Toronto.
ISA 2018 Registration Grants
A small number of grants are available for ISA members selected to present at
the 2018 ISA World Congress of Sociology in Research Committee (RC) 27.
Grants are not paid in cash but a special code will be given to each successful
applicant, which is used when paying for ISA 2018 registration fees.
The eligibility and application details are as follows.
(1) Registration Grants can only be allocated to:
a. individual ISA members in good standing (i.e. those who have paid
the individual membership fee) and
b. people who are actively participating in RC 27 session(s) at ISA
2018 (i.e. have had an abstract accepted).
(2) Applications for a registration grant should be sent by email and contain
the following information:
a. membership number, country category (A, B, C) and status (full or
student)
b. title of accepted paper and which RC27 session theme
c. confirmation that you have not been in receipt of an ISA registration
grant from RC 27 for a previous ISA Congress of Forum or from
another RC for ISA 2018
Applications must be sent directly to the RC 27 Program Coordinator,
Professor John Horne, by January 31, 2018.
Applications will be considered by a panel of the RC 27 President, RC 27
Membership Secretary and the ISA 2018 RC 27 Program Coordinator.
Mark the subject heading “ISA 2018 RC 27 Registration Grant” and send by
email to: jdhorne@uclan.ac.uk.
Note:
1. Applications for a grant can be submitted to only one ISA RC/Working
Group /Thematic Group. The ISA Secretariat will advise the RC/WG/TG
if someone has applied to, or has been recommended by, more than one
group for the grant.
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2. Previous recipients of a grant will not be eligible.
3. No correspondence will be entered into regarding the decisions made by
the panel.
Professor John Horne
ISSA Vice President (ISA and Treasurer)
RC27 Program Coordinator for ISA 2018

Save the Date! Future ISSA Meeting
2019 ISSA Congress in Dunedin, New Zealand, April 2019

International Review for the Sociology of Sport
Editor Lawrence Wenner

New Editor Announcement and Editorial
Team Transition for 2018
We are pleased to welcome the ISSA
Executive Board appointment of Dominic
Malcolm, Loughborough University, UK,
as the incoming Editor-in-Chief of the
IRSS for a four-year term beginning in
2018. Malcolm will take over this
important leadership role from Lawrence
Wenner, Loyola Marymount University,
USA, who will conclude his six-year
tenure as Editor-in-Chief at the at the
end of 2017’s Volume 52. Malcolm brings
a long history of engagement with the
ISSA and a substantial record of diverse
research on the sociology of sport to his
editorship. Malcolm has been working
with the current editorial team during
the latter part of 2017 to insure a smooth
transition of editorial operations at the
IRSS.
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Call for Research Articles
The IRSS encourages the submission of diverse research articles seated in the
sociology of sport, broadly defined that shed light on social and cultural
understandings of sport. Interdisciplinary, inclusive, and global, the IRSS is the
journal of the International Sociology of Sport Association and is published in
partnership with SAGE Publications. Please visit the journal website for more
information about its Aims & Scope, the Editorial Board, manuscript submission
guidelines, and sample issues at http://journals.sagepub.com/home/irs
The IRSS publishes eight issues each year and has expanded to 1024 annual
pages. To help expedite the review and publication process, the IRSS uses the
SAGE Track online manuscript submission site powered by ScholarOne
Manuscripts. Scholars submitting manuscripts for consideration can expect a
prompt double-blind review process that draws on the expertise of a diverse
editorial board and a worldwide network over 2000 expert area scholars. When
combined with the SAGE OnlineFirst publication programme that makes
accepted manuscripts available to scholars within weeks of acceptance, the IRSS
has the ability to get scholarly work promptly disseminated to diverse
international audiences.
Under the guidance of incoming Editor-in-Chief Dominic Malcolm, the IRSS has
distinguished Corresponding Editors from across the globe available for
consultation and an expanded member international Editorial Board. Articles
considered by the IRSS include standard-length research articles as well as
shorter research articles. The IRSS aims to be an open and attractive place for
the prompt publication of research aimed at the international community. The
IRSS editorial team looks forward to having the opportunity to consider your
work. Manuscripts may be submitted at http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/irss.
Authors wishing a consult prior to submission may reach Malcolm directly at
d.e.malcolm@lboro.ac.uk
Call for Book and Media Reviews
In addition to research articles, the IRSS encourages reviews of individual books
and media works and considers integrative review essays of multiple works.
Authors wishing to review books or media (films, videos, interactive media) for
the IRSS should review the guidelines for book and media reviews at
http://journals.sagepub.com/home/irs Review authors may refer to previous
issues of IRSS for format guidance. Reviews may be submitted at
http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/irss Authors of reviews should free to contact
the book and media reviews editor directly: Dr. David Leonard, Washington State
University, Comparative Ethnic Studies, PO Box 644010, Pullman, WA 991644010. Tel: (+1) 509 335-6854. Email: djl@wsu.edu
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
International Sociology of Sport Association
Honorary Member Award 2018
The Executive Board invites nominations for an Honorary Member award in the
International Sociology of Sport Association. This award honors outstanding
contributions to the International Sociology of Sport Association and to the
sociological study of sport. The recipient of this award must meet both of the
following criteria:
1. a long career of service to the International Sociology of Sport Association
2. a distinguished international academic career as a sociologist of sport.
Individuals who are retired from formal academic positions are eligible for
Honorary Member awards. In addition, the International Sociology of
Sport Association will consider retrospectively honoring an individual’s
service and scholarship with a ceremonial posthumous Honorary Member
award.
Honorary Members in the International Sociology of Sport Association receive:
Full, lifetime membership in the International Sociology of Sport Association,
including subscription to the International Review for the Sociology of Sport;
Free, lifetime registration to the International Sociology of Sport Association’s
annual conference.
The list of current Honorary Members can be found at http://issa1965.org/awards/
Nominations:
• Nominators should submit a 1 to 2-page document (letter) by March 15,
2018 that describes in as much detail as possible how the nominee meets
the International Sociology of Sport’s Honorary Member criteria.
• Submit nominations by email to Cora Burnett at awards@issa1965.org.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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CALL FOR PAPERS GRADUATE PAPER AWARD 2018
The 2018 ISSA Graduate Paper Award is co-sponsored by
ISSA and SAGE
Description
The aim of the International Sociology of Sport Association’s (ISSA) Graduate
Paper Award is to recognize the scholarship of outstanding graduate students in
the international community of sociology of sport. The award will be granted to a
scholarly paper, authored by a graduate student, which is deemed by a panel of
judges to demonstrate considerable originality, critical and analytical ability, and
to be of the highest quality from among those submitted1. The winning author
will be invited to receive the award and present or distribute the paper at the
annual conference of the ISSA.
Eligibility
• The student must be registered for masters or doctoral level graduate work
at the time her or his paper is submitted.
• It must be a single-authored paper.
• The student must be a member of ISSA at the time her or his paper is
submitted.
• The committee will accept only one submission per author.
• Previous winners are not eligible.
• A paper cannot be considered for the ISSA GPA award at the same time
that it is submitted for another award.
• A paper that won a previous award cannot be submitted to the ISSA GPA.
Award
• The winning author will be invited to present or distribute the paper at the
ISSA World Congress of the Sociology of Sport in Lausanne, Switzerland,
5-8 June 2018. While the registration fees for the winner are included in
the prize, participation in the 2018 Congress is not mandatory.
• The winning author will receive an ISSA sponsored prize of membership in
ISSA for 12 months.
• The winning author will receive a SAGE Publisher sponsored prize of £150
worth of books.
• The panel of judges may also give up to two honourable mentions.
Graduate students receiving honourable mentions will also have their
papers accepted for presentation or distribution at the ISSA conference.
• The name of all winning authors will be posted on the ISSA website (see,
www.issa1965.org/awards).
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Requirements
• Candidates are to submit a 3000-6000 word (excluding references)
scholarly paper on a topic that is of interest to the international sociology
of sport academic community.
• Papers with a text of over 6000 words will not be considered.
• Authors are to submit a cover page that contains the title of the paper and
the full contact information of the author.
• The author’s identity must not be recognizable in the text.
• Authors must be graduate students at the time the paper is submitted.
• Authors must be members of ISSA at the time the paper is submitted.
• Authors are to submit a letter, signed by her or his academic advisor,
verifying graduate student status.
• Authors are to follow a style consistent with the publication guidelines for
the International Review for the Sociology of Sport.
Papers should be submitted electronically (in Microsoft Word format attachment)
to the Awards Committee Chair, Cora Burnett.
All papers should be emailed awards@issa1965.org
Deadline for Receipt of Submissions: January 31, 2018.
The winner will be announced by March 1, 2018.
The ISSA reserves the right not to grant an award in the event that none of the
submitted papers meet the award criteria.
1

Young Researcher Award 2018 –CALL FOR PAPERS
The European Association for Sociology of Sport is proud to announce the 10th
Eass Young Researcher Award. The aim of the award is to facilitate the
integration of outstanding graduate students and young researchers into the
European community of sociology of sport scholars. The award will be granted to
a scholarly paper authored by a young researcher, which is deemed by a panel of
judges to be of highest quality. The winning author will be invited to receive the
award and present the paper at the Annual Conference of the Eass, to be held in
Bordeaux, France, 23–26 May 2018. The winning paper may be considered for
publication in the European Journal for Sport and Society.
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DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF SUBMISSIONS: 31st January 2018
Selection Committee 2018:
Professor Michael Atkinson (University of Toronto), Dr Louise Mansfield (Brunel
University), Dr Kim Wickman (Umeå University), Dr Davide Sterchele (Leeds
Beckett University).
All papers should be sent to Dr Davide Sterchele at
d.sterchele@leedsbeckett.ac.uk
Eligibility:
Any student who is registered for master or doctoral level graduate work at the
time her or his paper is submitted.
Any researcher, younger than 35, who was awarded PhD not earlier than 5 years
before the time her or his paper is submitted. The committee will accept only one
submission per author.
Awards:
The winning author will be invited to attend the Eass conference free of charge
and to present the paper to the plenary session during the closing ceremony.
Eass sponsored prize of membership in Eass for the year after which the award is
granted.
The panel of judges may also give one honourable mention. Young researchers
receiving an honourable mention will also have their papers accepted for
presentation in a parallel session at the Eass conference free of charge.
Additional monetary prizes may be indicated in the forthcoming announcements
of the Eass conference.
The name of all winning authors will be posted on the Eass website (see:
http://www.eass-sportsociology.eu/award-winners/)
Requirements:
Candidates will submit a scholarly paper on a topic that is of interest to the
European sociology of sport academic community. Please submit two separate
files: the first one must contain the title of the paper and the full contact
information of the author; the second one must contain the title, the abstract and
the full text of the paper (here the author should remain anonymous).
Papers with a length of over 8,000 words (references included) will not be
considered.
Papers must be original, i.e. not already submitted elsewhere.
Authors will submit a letter, signed by her or his academic advisor, verifying
their student status or the date of their PhD dissertation (not earlier than 5
years before the time her or his paper is submitted). Authors will comply with the
publications guidelines of EJSS
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(see:http://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?show=instructions&jo
urnalCode=ress20)
Papers should be sent to the Award Committee Chair in electronic copy
(Microsoft Word).
When sending the full paper for the YRA, those authors who plan to attend the
conference regardless of the YRA results must also submit their abstract
separately via the on-line submission system of the general conference.
For any enquiry, please contact Dr Davide Sterchele:
d.sterchele@leedsbeckett.ac.uk
Further information about the Award at:
http://www.easssportsociology.eu/awards.html
___________________________________________________________________________

ISSA Vice President: Representative to ICSSPE
Submitted by Cora Burnett (15 November 2017)
Key developments and engagement of ISSA
As representative of ISSA, I attended the FIEP European Congress organised by
ICSSPE (International Council of Sport Science and Physical Education) to
coincide with the discussions on the restructuring and possible re-naming of
ICSSPE. ICSSPE invited four experts (Cora Burnett, Karen DePauw, Roland
Naul and Cesar Torres) to attend Executive Board meetings and discussions at
the University of Luxembourg on 12 and 13 September 2017. The following
decisions and actions followed:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

ISSA is to have a representative on the Development Committee of
ICSSPE.
An invitation to discuss ISSA’s proposal for parallel sessions at ICSEMIS
2020 in Japan.
I provided feedback on behalf of ISSA on the Global Health Action Plan
(GAPPA Feedback) submitted to the WHO by ICSSPE.
Learned about future strategic drives of ICSSPE relating to promoting an
active lifestyle, the “power of sport”, coach education, physical education
and sport scientific innovation and research.
ICSSPE committed to collaborate with governmental and intergovernmental authorities, the sport movement and academic community to
produce and utilise scientific evidence and improve education
opportunities for professionals and volunteers through policy developments
and research grant allocations.
ICSSPE encourages initiatives that will enable the ICSSPE network to
advance their expertise through an interdisciplinary platform.
Enhanced inter-stakeholder collaboration in preparation of ICSSPE’s
15

•
•

•

working programme for the biennium 2019/2020 prior to the 2018 General
Assembly.
The ICSSPE website will soon provide access to partner organisations to
showcase them.
A new membership fee was adopted of 450€ for governmental sport, health
and education authorities, and 270€ for non-governmental sport
organsations as well as for scientific and educational authorities and
institutions.
Gant allocations went to: the Curricula Mapping Project (ISNSD),
development of the Children-in-Action Training Resource (Barry
University, University of Pretoria and IAPESGW), as well as the
Development and validation of a support methodology aiming to
build/improve physical education and sport national/regional policies
(ICSP).

Key international partnerships
•

•
•
•

UNESCO – associate status where ICSSPE serves as a permanent
advisory body to UNESCO and regularly conducts research on behalf of
the UN agency.
IOC recognizes ICSSPE and has a long-standing tradition of collaboration.
World Health Organisation collaborates with ICSSPE in the area of
physical activity and health promotion.
ICSSPE and the International Federation of Sports Medicine maintain
close ties through ex-officio representation on each other’s boards and the
sharing of common interests.

Submitted by Cora Burnett, ISSA Vice President

________________________________________________________________
Members’ News
ISSA is happy to share information about conferences, seminars, awards, jobs
etc. We will gladly include your news in our eBulletin and the ISSA website.
ISSA is always looking for ways to improve communication and serve our
members. We encourage you to submit comments and suggestions.
Please send any feedback and information to the ISSA Vice-President,
Communications Mary McDonald at: communications@issa1965.org and
remember that ISSA also has its own Facebook page, and you are welcome to
share information via this group.
__________________________________________________________________________
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Call For ISSA Archives
The ISSA Executive Board is calling on all past and current members to submit
photos, documents and other materials that document the history of the
association, congresses and journal. We will gladly accept any items either in
digital or hard copy format. We will be happy to copy and return these to you, or
to add relevant items to the ISSA Archive as part of our ongoing efforts to record
the history of the ISSA and IRSS.
We are particularly hoping to obtain copies of ISSA Congress programs and
Books of Abstract prior to 2011.
For further information about the Archive and/or to donate items, please contact
the ISSA President, Professor Christine Dallaire (president@issa1965.org)

WORLD CONGRESSES: 2020 AND BEYOND!
An Invitation for Future ISSA Congress Hosts
Are you and your colleagues interested in joining in the fine tradition and
exciting opportunity to host a future ISSA World Congress and showcase your
city and institution to sociology of sport scholars from around the globe? We
welcome discussions about collaboration with tourist boards and local sponsors to
make a financial contribution and provide structural support. Right now we are
searching for locations for 2020 and beyond. Please send initial expressions of
interest to Brent McDonald, Vice President-Conferences. He can be reached
at: conferences@issa1965.org.
We continue to receive applications at any time, but for those of you considering
2020, we must receive detailed and complete proposals no later than January
11, 2018.
___________________________________________________________________________

Call for Applicants: ISSA Special Initiatives
The International Sociology of Sport Association will consider applications to
fund Special Initiatives, which meet the mission of the association.
Eligibility criteria:
•
•

Applicants must have been full members of the association for at least two
years. Associate members and student members are not eligible to apply.
Funding will not be awarded for salaries, congress attendance or research
projects.
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Initiatives will be considered on a case-by-case basis, with respect to their
commitment to the ISSA mission, and the Executive Board reserves the
right not to award any funding.
Timescale: the deadline for submission of initiatives is May 1, 2018;
decisions on successful applications will be announced by July 1st 2018; all
initiatives must be completed, and a full report on activities received by
December 1st 2019.

•

•

For more information and to submit your application please communicate with
ISSA President, Christine Dallaire at president@issa1965.org.
The electronic version of the application form below can be downloaded from the
ISSA website at http://issa1965.org/

Name of applicants
Must be ISSA members
Must submit a CV
Title of initiative
Amount of funding requested (between 1000-5000 GBP; depending on the
scope and merit of the initiative and the number of projects we will consider
partial of full funding for successful applicants)
**Include breakdown of costs and explanation of why funding is not available
elsewhere
Rationale for funding (maximum 1,000 words)
With reference to ISSA mission:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To promote international cooperation in the field of sociology of sport.
To exchange information among all countries concerning the results of research in
the sociology of sport.
To convene international seminars or symposia on aspects of the sociology of
sport.
To prepare and circulate reports about the social background of sport and the
status of the sociology of sport in different countries.
To cooperate with ICSSPE, ISA and other committees, groups or organizations in
order to solve tasks of general interest.
To identify sociological problems in sport, and where appropriate, organize
international research programmes concerning the same.
To oversee and coordinate the official publications of ISSA.
To advise and facilitate the establishment of other continental, regional and
national sociology of sport societies.
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Call For Papers

CFP: Women, Sports and Media: Careers, Coverage, and Consequences
Please submit a research abstract for a conference Women, Sports and Media to
be held at the University of Maryland, College Park, April 20-21, 2018.
We seek research on three key themes: women sports journalists; audiences for
women’s sports; and coverage of women athletes. We are particularly interested
in work that addresses intersections with race/ethnicity and sexuality, and that
identifies possible implications, impacts and potential solutions to problems.
Among other topics, the following are relevant:
The treatment of women in sports media. What challenges do women face in
getting various media jobs? What (or who) accounts for these problems? Does the
lack of women leaders or workplace hostility impact women’s sports media
careers? How can university journalism programs help women become more
competitive for jobs? What is the role of physical appearance for sports
journalists (and women athletes)?
Audience support for women’s sports and women sports journalists. Do women
have distinctive interests; if so, are they being addressed? Should more or
different content be created for girls and women? Does the coverage of and for
women affect women’s athletics at the high school, college, and professional
levels, as well as internationally and at the Olympics? Are boys and men showing
greater interest in women’s sports?
The impact of pushback. Do hosts or callers at radio talk shows trade in code
words, sexist language and/or anti-women topics? Do sports visual manifest
sexism? Can or should athletes or sports journalists comment on sexism or
gender politics?
Authors can submit extended abstracts (2-3 pages) or full papers. For purposes of
refereeing, please anonymize the abstract or paper and also submit a separate
title page with all authors’ contact information, and indicating the corresponding
author. Research papers may be included in a potential book. Please contact Dr.
Linda Steiner, professor in the Philip Merrill College of Journalism with
questions, at lsteiner@umd.edu, or 301-405-2426.
Submissions should be sent to Womensports@umd.edu by January 30, 2018.
Authors will be emailed feedback and a decision by the end of February 2018, so
that you can make plans to attend the conference.
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Keynotes will be presented April 20 and April 21 by:
• Claire Smith: first woman Major League Baseball beat writer, winner of
the J. G. Taylor Spink Award, and first woman voted into the
sportswriters’ wing of the Baseball Hall of Fame.
• Cheryl Cooky: Past-President, North American Society for the Sociology of
Sport; Associate Professor, Purdue; co-author of No Slam Dunk: Gender,
Sport, and the Unevenness of Social Change.

European College of Sport Science, Dublin, Ireland, July 4-7,
2018 Call for Abstracts Opens December 15, 2017
For more information, visit the conference site at:
http://ecss-congress.eu/2018/18/index.php
___________________________________________________________________________

2018 North American Society for Sport History Conference
University of Manitoba
May 25-28, 2018
Call for Papers
We are pleased to announce the call for papers for the 46th Annual Conference of
the North American Society for Sport History hosted by the University of
Manitoba, May 25-28, 2018. As customary, individuals interested in participating
in the conference are invited to submit proposals either for individual papers,
thematic sessions, or panel presentations. What is different from years past,
however, is that proposals now are required to be sent through
the NASSH online abstract submission page designed by Andy Linden and the IT
Committee. This new procedure should make it easier for individuals to submit
their proposals and streamline the entire process regarding the evaluation and
editing of manuscripts. The deadline established for submission of manuscripts is
Friday, January 5, with individuals being informed by the Program Committee of
the acceptance or rejection of their proposals at the beginning of February. One
other difference is that abstracts will be posted online prior to the conference.
Authors will have an opportunity to edit for errors/typos prior to the publication.
In addition to the call for papers, the NASSH website
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(https://www.nassh.org/annual-convention/) provides full details on conference
registration, transportation, accommodations, venues and special needs, and
options regarding dining and entertainment. Registration is being managed by a
system operated by the Faculty of Kinesiology and Recreation Management at
the University of Manitoba with all sessions and events taking place at the
historic Fort Garry Hotel, except for the annual NASSH closing-night banquet
which will be held at the Canadian Museum for Human Rights.
The University of Manitoba will also be hosting the NASSH pre-conference
workshop, “Indigenous Resurgence, Regeneration, and Decolonization through
Sport History,” on May 23-24. Full details are also available on the NASSH
website (https://www.nassh.org/pre-conference-workshop/).
It is our hope that as many people as possible will join us in Winnipeg for a
conference that will be intellectually stimulating and provide opportunities for
those from various backgrounds and with different interests as well as diverse
perspectives to dialogue and learn more about the history of sport. Interspersed
with all that, we trust, will also be the friendly association and sense of
camaraderie that has always characterized NASSH conferences.
David K. Wiggins
NASSH President-Elect
dwiggin1@gmu.edu

Russell Field
Conference Manager
russell.field@umanitoba.ca

___________________________________________________________________________

Call for Abstracts

Conference Theme:
Sport, Discriminations and Inclusion: Challenges to Face
The 15th European Association for the Sociology of Sport (EASS) Conference will
be held in Bordeaux (France), from 23-26 May, 2018.
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The main theme of the Conference is Sport, Discriminations and Inclusion:
Challenges to Face. The aim of this main theme is to explore the interdisciplinary
nature of discrimination in sport and to investigate the different forms of
discrimination.
Beyond this main theme, the Conference will also feature a wide range of
sessions to give the opportunity to share and discuss your latest research,
including (but not limited to):
•

Sport and Discriminations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sport and Gender
Sport and Power Relations
Sport and Violence
Sport and Media
Sport and Ethics
Sport and Health
Sport and Volunteering
Sport Policies
Sport and Governance
Sport Spectatorship and Fandom
Sport and Doping
School Sport and Physical Education
Sport and New Technologies
Sport and Disability
Sociology of Sport and Methodology
Sport and Sexuality
Sport and Social Classes
Sport Business and Management
Youth Sport
E-Sports
Sport and Mega-Events
Sport and Identities

•
•

Open Themes

The Conference will also feature some special sessions:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Current Issues in Sport Organisation Research (Special Session / SORN
network)
Measuring leisure-time sport participation and recreational physical
activities from a cross-national approach: challenges and opportunities
(Special Session / MEASURE network)
Sport policy and sport politics from a European perspective: a promising
academic field (Special Session / POLIS network)
Innovative interdisciplinary/post disciplinary research methods in sports,
physical activity and health (Special Session / ESA)
Forced Migration and Sport (Special Session / ESA)
Sport fans: discrimination, inclusion and support (Special Session / ESA)
Martial Arts and Combat Sports (Special Session / IMA
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Deadline for submission of abstracts: 31st January 2018
Further information on the Conference: www.eass2018.sciencesconf.org

____________________________________________________________________

International Symposium
"The May 1968 of Sportspeople and Physical Educators"
University of Paul Sabatier - 29 May to 1 June 2018
Dear Colleagues,
Due to multiple time constraints which characterize the current
period, we inform latecomers that the deadline to submit abstracts was postponed
to December 22, 2017.
Please visit the congress web page : http://mai68sport2018.sciencesconf.org
Please circulate the information among your colleagues and other networks.
Sincerely,
For the organizing team.
Olivier Hoibian

__________________________________________________________________________

Conferences
Vi Latin American Congress of
Sociocultural Studies of Sport, ALESDE
September 4-6, 2018 Save the
Date Ribeirão Preto/SP
Brazil
We invite you to attend the VI
Latin American Congress of
Sociocultural Studies of Sport,
between 04 and 06 September
2018, in the city of Ribeirão
Preto/SP, Brazil.
This event was idealized by the
Latin American Association of
Sociocultural Studies of Sport
(ALESDE) and will be
organized in partnership
between the School of Physical
Education and Sport of Ribeirão
Preto - University of São Paulo
(EEFERP/USP) and the Social
Service of Commerce (SESCSP).
The central theme of this edition will be "Sport, education and society:
implications and sociological debates".
Information about the program, article submission and registration will be
announced shortly.
We kindly ask you to contribute to the dissemination of this event call
through your network. Thank you for your attention. It will be a great
pleasure to have you with us in Brazil during this event in 2018!
Cordial regards.
PhD Renato Francisco Rodrigues Marques
Chair of the Organizing Committee of the VI Latin American Congress of
Sociocultural Studies of Sport
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Special Journal Issues Call for Papers

Leisure Studies Call for Papers
Leisure Cultures and Glocal Challenges to
National Populist Politics
Guest co-editors: Stanley Thangaraj, Daniel Burdsey, Aarti
Ratna, and Erica Rand
Contemporary politics – in their cultural, governmental, spatial, neoliberal
and/or institutional forms – are saturated by racialised forms of power, exclusion
and entitlement. The recent rise in conservative politics among the major
Western powers has given (renewed) rise to a consolidation and expansion of
white supremacist and anti-immigrant ideologies, regimes and discourses across
Europe and in the United States of America: Brexit in the UK, the election of
Donald Trump in the United States, the so-called “refugee crisis” in Europe and
the rise of what Stuart Hall termed “authoritarian populism” broadly.
Meanwhile, within locations across the Global South, such as India and Syria,
religious and ethnic insularity and discrimination have facilitated a pernicious
politics of division highlighted by various forms of authoritarianism. These
developments and conditions build on the collisions between entrenched
neoliberalism, endemic Islamophobia, pernicious attacks on multiculturalism,
and personal, symbolic and structural forms of racial violence.
This special issue examines how these matters occur in, through and are
challenged by leisure, physical culture and sport. Specifically, this special issue
interrogates both how institutional and informal realms of leisure-based protest,
resistance, and counter-hegemonic struggle continue to operate in recognizable
ways; and how emergent leisure-based cultures, practices, contexts and tactics
are being developed that offer a rupture to normative regimes, discourses and
practices. Alongside a consideration of more established models and sites of
protest, this special issue attends to nuanced, under-the-radar forms of leisure
and sport that also come with new forms of resistance, solidarity, conviviality,
pleasure and desire. These forms of protest provide understandings of the larger
social world, alerting us to how hegemonic and counter-hegemonic forms of
governance are embodied and managed during these uncertain political and
economic times.
By underscoring race – and interpolating it within a conversation with broader
neoliberal forces – this special issue aims to highlight the ways in which leisure
cultures, practices and spaces incorporate various axes, categories and mediums
to invigorate and substantiate racial classifications, including those that work
outside the western lexicon of race and intelligibility. The collection will explore
how race gains traction through the interjection of class, gender, sexuality,
ability, citizenship and multiple politics of location. At a time when key global
actors institute “alternative facts” as a way to further institute racism, classism,
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homophobia, patriarchy and sexism, ableism, and other forms of oppression, this
special issue aims to highlight what critical understandings of leisure can do to
challenge anti-intellectual, imperial pursuits. Moreover, this special issue also
encourages essays that consider not only leisure, sport and physical culture as
substantive foci, but also interrogate dominant practices of studying and writing
about them, both inside and outside the academy.
Contributions might explore (but are not limited to) the following questions:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

What are the relationships between national populism, leisure, and race?
How have these three categories been connected and reaffirmed,
historically and in the present day?
Which new practices, cultures and spaces of leisure are produced
by/within the contemporary authoritarian epoch?
How are these practices, cultures and spaces of leisure represented and
reported within dominant and progressive forms of media?
What and where are the local, global and transnational forms of leisure
resistance (especially between Global North and South)?
How can we understand indigeneity, settler colonialism, and national
populism through the category of leisure?
How can we understand leisure in relation to the “global war on terror”
and its connections to national populism?
In which ways do gender and sexuality become key to the racial logics
governing leisure, national populism, local resistance, and the production
of race?
How are we to understand rape culture in leisure culture as we make
sense of the rise of national populism, ethnic strife, and white supremacy?
How can we decolonize and deconstruct theoretically the relationship
between national populism and the pernicious politics of division (within
and/or across the Global North and South)?
How does pleasure take shape in/through leisure during moments of
authoritarian, genocidal governance?
How do old/new forms of leisure trouble and/or reinforce the identities and
borderlands of race, gender, sexuality, ability, and nation?
What does a socially and politically just research methodology and
practice look like in this field?

Submission details
The deadline for manuscripts to be submitted is 31 January 2018. This includes
original papers of 7,000 words and research notes of 4,000 words. For submission
details please go to:
http://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?journalCode=rlst20&page
=instructions
For inquiries and/or further information please contact the guest editors at
leisurepolitics2018@gmail.com
Timeline
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Call for papers
Submission deadline
Review process
Revision process

1 August 2017
31 January 2018
Manuscripts returned to authors 30 April 2018
Final drafts due 30 June 2018

Guest editorial team
Stanley Thangaraj, City College New York, USA
Daniel Burdsey, University of Brighton, UK
Aarti Ratna, Leeds Beckett University, UK
Erica Rand, Bates College, USA
________________________________________________________________________

Job Announcement

SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY
is seeking outstanding candidates for a
PROBATIONARY (TENURE-TRACK) APPOINTMENT IN
SPORT/PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND SOCIAL IMPACT
The School of Kinesiology at Western advocates the benefits of physical activity
to society by providing a multidisciplinary approach to discovery, dissemination,
and application of knowledge about human movement and its effects
(http://www.uwo.ca/fhs/kin/). The School is excited to support three new research
clusters focusing on Physical Activity and
1) Brain Health, 2) Mobility, and 3)
Social Impact. We are seeking a Probationary (tenure-track) colleague at the
rank of Assistant or Associate Professor, in the area of Sport/Physical Activity
and Social Impact. The successful candidate will contribute to the vision of the
school as a global leader in research and education through a multidisciplinary
approach to Kinesiology.
Sport and physical activity are linked to many of the critical issues and
questions facing Canadian society, including Indigenous and rural communities,
aging, mental health, disability and mobility, and equity and social justice. We
are seeking a dynamic scholar to complement the multidisciplinary social impact
research cluster within the School of Kinesiology, focusing on one or more
aspects of how sport and physical activity affects and is affected by social and
cultural issues. Scholars with strong research programs relating to issues of
equity and social inclusion in and through sport, disability/adapted sport and
physical activity, policy development, and social justice issues of access to
physical activity are encouraged to apply. The Social Impact research cluster is
aligned with the Faculty of Health Sciences, Sport and Social Impact Research
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Group, Centre for Research in Health Equity and Social Inclusion, the
International Centre for Olympic and Paralympic Studies, and the signature
areas identified in the Faculty of Health Sciences’ Strategic Research Plan
http://www.uwo.ca/fhs/research/files/strat_research_plan_2016.pdf.
Candidates must hold a PhD in Kinesiology or a related field, have demonstrated
excellence in research, with a strong potential to secure external research
funding. The candidate will ideally have demonstrated expertise in developing
and teaching courses in traditional and flexible learning environments. The
successful candidate will also be expected to participate in relevant service to the
School of Kinesiology and University. The effective date of the appointment is
July 1, 2018, or as negotiated. Salary and rank will be commensurate with
qualifications and experience.
Western University delivers an academic experience second to none. Our
research excellence expands knowledge and drives discovery with real-world
application. Since 1878, The Western Experience has combined academic
excellence with life-long opportunities for intellectual, social and cultural growth
to better serve our communities. With a full-time enrolment of 32,000, Western
University is a leading research-intensive university with a full-range of
academic and professional programs. General information about Western can be
found at http://www.uwo.ca. The university campus is in London
(www.london.ca), a thriving city with a metropolitan census of 530,000, located
midway between Toronto and Detroit. Interested applicants should send a
detailed curriculum vita including teaching dossier, a cover letter, the names of
three academic referees and a completed Application for Full-Time Position
available at
http://www.uwo.ca/facultyrelations/pdf/full-time-application-form.pdf to:
Dr. Laura Misener, Acting Director
School of Kinesiology, Faculty of Health Sciences
Rm. 2230, 3M Centre
Western University
1151 Richmond St. N., London, Ontario, Canada N6A 3K7
laura.misener@uwo.ca
The deadline for receipt of applications is January 12, 2018. Please
quote number HS 178 on all correspondence for this position.
Positions are subject to budget approval. Applicants should have fluent written
and oral communication skills in English. The University invites applications
from all qualified individuals. Western is committed to employment equity and
diversity in the workplace and welcomes applications from women, members of
racialized groups/visible minorities, Aboriginal persons, persons with
disabilities, persons of any sexual orientation, and persons of any gender identity
or gender expression.
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In accordance with Canadian Immigration requirements, priority will be given to
Canadian citizens and permanent residents.
Accommodations are available for applicants with disabilities throughout the
recruitment process. If you require accommodations for interviews or other
meetings, please contact Dr. Laura Misener, Acting Director, School of
Kinesiology at laura.misener@uwo.ca or 519-661-2111 ext. 86000.

_____________________________________________________________
Job Announcements
PhD Opportunities

Sport Studies Doctoral Student Opening Fall 2018
University of Tennessee
Department of Kinesiology, Recreation, and Sport Studies
The PhD concentration in Sport Studies with a specialization in socio-cultural
studies has an opening for a doctoral student for the fall semester 2018. This
position includes a tuition waiver, a monthly stipend, and health insurance. The
candidate will teach socio-cultural foundation courses in the Recreation and
Sport Management curriculum each semester.
Possible research areas include but are not limited to the following:
• International sport/globalization
• Sport and religion
• Sport and (sexual) violence
• Gender and racial ideology in sport
• Sport media analysis
The Sport Studies concentration in the doctoral program primarily prepares
graduates for positions as faculty members in higher education. The coursework
for the program is developed between the student and the faculty advisor to meet
the educational goals of the student. Students have the flexibility to develop a
program that allows them to focus on the area of study in which they have the
most interest.
Doctoral students will receive training in research design and methodology and
are expected to conduct research outside the requirements of the classroom. The
program consists of 15 hours within the concentration, 18 hours of research
courses, nine hours within the specialization and a minimum of six hours in an
outside or cognate area.
The application deadline for priority consideration is January 1, 2018. The
deadline for international applications is February 1. We strongly encourage
early applications to compete for additional funding opportunities with earlier
deadlines. The Graduate School offers a number of competitive fellowships,
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including the Lori Mayer Re-Entry Women’s Graduate Fellowship and Diversity
Fellowships. For more information, see:
http://gradschool.utk.edu/fellowships.shtml. The most capable PhD students
might have the opportunity to compete for a Tennessee Fellowship for Graduate
Excellence.
Primary faculty advisors in the socio-cultural studies specialization include Dr.
Lars Dzikus (lars@utk.edu) and Dr. Adam Love (adamlove@utk.edu). Students
who are interested in the program are encouraged to peruse the research
interests of all faculty members in the areas of sport studies and recreation/sport
management: http://krss.utk.edu/faculty-staff/
We also encourage applications from candidates with an interest in conducting
research in areas associated with UT’s Center for Sport, Peace, and Society.
Contact Dr. Lars Dzikus, Director of Graduate Studies (lars@utk.edu or 865-9740451) for more information about the program.
Contact Scott Smith, Graduate Admissions Coordinator (scottsmith@utk.edu or
865-974-8171) for questions about the application process.

Sport and Performance Studentship
(Advert Ref: RDF18/ART/LENNOX)
Northumbria University, Newcastle
Faculty of Arts, Design and Social Sciences
Application Deadline: 28 January 2018
Details
This studentship examines the multifaceted relationship between sport and
performance. Led by Principal Supervisor Dr Solomon Lennox with a supervisory
team drawn from Performance Studies scholars in the Department of Arts,
applications are invited from those wishing to engage with theatre and
performance studies as their primary theoretical lens.
Proposals may explore, but are not limited to, the following topics:
• Sport and contemporary performance
• Sport and the script
• Sport and performance art
• Sport and dance
• Performance ethnographies
• Performance and sporting space(s)/place(s)
• Performance and sporting bodies
Proposals may be for Practice as Research projects as well as more traditional
research projects.
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Eligibility and How to Apply:
Please note eligibility requirement:
• Academic excellence of the proposed student i.e. 2:1 (or equivalent GPA from
non-UK universities [preference for 1st class honours]); or a Masters (preference
for Merit or above); or APEL evidence of substantial practitioner achievement.
• Appropriate IELTS score, if required.
• Applicants cannot apply for this funding if currently engaged in Doctoral study
at Northumbria or elsewhere.
For further details of how to apply, entry requirements and the application form,
see:
https://www.northumbria.ac.uk/research/postgraduate-research-degrees/how-toapply/
Please note: Applications that do not include a research proposal of
approximately 1,000 words (not a copy of the advert), or that do not include the
advert reference (e.g. RDF18/…) will not be considered.
Deadline for applications: 28 January 2018
Start Date: 1 October 2018
Northumbria University takes pride in, and values, the quality and diversity of
our staff. We welcome applications from all members of the community. The
University holds an Athena SWAN Bronze award in recognition of our
commitment to improving employment practices for the advancement of gender
equality and is a member of the Euraxess network, which delivers information
and support to professional researchers.
Funding Notes
The studentship includes a full stipend, paid for three years at RCUK rates (for
2017/18, this is £14,553 pa) and fees
___________________________________________________________________________
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Recently Published Book
Research in the Sociology of Sport
Edited by Kevin Young,
University of Calgary, Canada
About the series
Research in the Sociology of Sport
(RSS) reflects the current themes
in the sociology of sport and also
captures innovative trends as
they emerge in the work of
scholars across the globe. The
series brings together research
from experts on established
topics whilst also directing
attention to themes that are at
the 'cutting-edge' of this subdiscipline.
This exciting series examines the
relationships between sport,
culture and society. The function,
meaning and significance of sport
in contemporary societies are
critically appraised. Attention is
given to both small-scale micro
levels of interaction in sport
subcultures and also to how these
sport subcultures exist within the
macro processes reflected in the historical and structural features of societies.
Celebrating 10 volumes! 2017 sees the publication of the tenth volume in this
series. We're celebrating with free chapters from all 10 volumes, and a special
30% discount across the series (use web code SPORT). For more information,
follow @EmeraldSoc or visit the series webpage: http:/ /bit.ly/2lsTxlc
Reflections on Sociology of Sport: Ten Questions, Ten Scholars, Ten Perspectives
Vol: 10
Oct 2017 | 9781787146433
Sociology of Sport: A Global Subdiscipline in Review Vol: 9
Nov 2016 | 9781786350503
Sport, Social Development and Peace Vol: 8
Jun 2014 | 9781783508853
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Native Games: Indigenous Peoples and Sports in the Post-Colonial World Vol: 7
Jun 2013 | 9781781905913
Qualitative Research on Sport and Physical Culture Vol: 6
Oct 2012 | 9781780522968
Social and Cultural Diversity in a Sporting World Vol: 5
Oct 2008 | 9780762314560
Tribal Play: Subcultural Journeys Through Sport Vol: 4
Apr 2008 | 9780762312931
Global Olympics: Historical and Sociological Studies of the Modern Games Vol: 3
Dec 2005 | 9780762311811
Sporting Bodies, Damaged Selves: Sociological Studies of Sports-Related Injury
Vol: 2
Nov 2004 | 9780762308842
Theory, Sport and Society Vol: 1
May 2001 | 9780762307425
__________________________________________________________________________

RECENTLY PUBLISHED BOOKS
Have you read a good sports related book lately? Send us your favorite titles
that you think ISSA colleagues might also be interested in reading. We will
include these in the next ISSA Bulletin.
___________________________________________________________________________

Respectfully submitted,
Mary G. McDonald, ISSA Vice-President, Communications
Renee Shelby, Graduate Assistant, Georgia Institute of Technology
December 6, 2017
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